WITH FELONIOUS INTENT
event he could help us to deal with our present plight
and could- tell us where we were and how we best
could purchase the things we must have, < This was
a great relief. Indeed, for the first time since our
misfortune we now felt able to give our minds to
Harris and to how we should go to work to recover
our rights.
Many, I suppose, would have posted back to London
and told my great-uncle's lawyer the whole of the
truth: but, though he was kindness itself, he was
less man than attorney, and the dry and dusty
channels to which he would surely have turned would
have put in peril the whole of our enterprise. Nothing
could be more certain than that Harris was wasting
no time: he knew that any moment he might be
unmasked: and so he would labour like fury to find
out Hohenems* secret before his black race was run.
Again, we might have invoked the aid of the local
law: but this would have meant that we should be
asked for credentials we could not produce and that,
when we had climbed that fence, we should have to
sit still while our champions disputed with Harris,
who would doubtless instruct some lawyer and put
up the bluff of his life. ,
We, therefore, determined to take the law into our
hands and act for ourselves, for, while in this way
we should be wasting no time, we could go what
lengths we pleased, because, though we did him violence,
Harris could not afford to call in the police.
We then considered the position which we proposed
to attack.
This was formidable.
In the first place, our enemy was in possession.
In the second, he knew far more of Hohenems than
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